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Abstract. In this paper, I review the literatures about Upper Echelons Theory. Specifically, I focus on the related theories, including agency theory, five-factor model, cognitive theory, and heterogeneity theory, and so on; and the economic influences of Upper Echelons Theory, including the corporate top management (team) and administrative officials. Prior studies show that corporate top management (team) characteristics has effect on corporate governance, information disclosure and tax avoidance, etc. Moreover, background such as education degree and major of administrative officials have significant effect on governance efficiency, and local firm decisions. Overall, this paper contributes to the further exploration of top management team.
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1. Introduction

Upper Echelon Theory is about that the members from the top management teams who have different backgrounds (education background, working background, culture background, etc.) can cause various characteristics, sense of value and personal cognitive, and all these aspects have a direct impact on their strategy decision and firm performance. By researching and observing their demographic characteristic variable can explain the relationship between top management team and firm performance objectively (Hambrick, 1984). The top management team has enormous effect on the firm performance, and what kind of factors should be considered is a crucial problem. Therefore, by studying and observing the demographic characteristics can offer the manager important evidence to make a management team accurately and efficiently. So far, plenty of researches (Tanikawa and Jung, 2017, Francoeur, Labelle and Sinclair-Desgagné, 2008, Herrmann and Datta, 2005, etc.) demonstrated that there are some reasons affect top management team are continuing being studied which are age, gender, education background, tenure, experience, psychological characteristics and so on. Not only the firm top management team, but also administrative officials in China which have a similar situation with the firm top management team, and can apply the methods of top management team. In this paper, I aim to focus on the related theories, and the economic influences of Upper Echelons Theory, including the corporate top management (team) and administrative officials. Specifically, prior studies show that corporate top management (team) characteristics has effect on corporate governance, information disclosure and tax avoidance, etc. Moreover, background such as education degree and major of administrative officials have significant effect on governance efficiency, and local firm decisions. This paper summarizes the related theories and can provide reference for the further study.

The remaining paper structures as follows. Section 2 introduces the related theories. Section 3 introduces the related research about individual management. Section 4 introduces related research about management team. Section 5 related research about administrative officials. Section 6 concludes and discusses.

2. Related theories

2.1 Agency theory

Jensen and Meckling (1976) define agency relationship as an agreement under which one or more persons (the principals) hire another person (the agent) to perform some service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision-making authority to this person. They argue that Agency theory is a principle that is used to explain and resolve issues in the relationship between business principals and their agents. Prior literatures have found abundant evidence between agency cost and executive compensation (Hong, Li, and Minor, 2016), firm performance (Gyan,2017), investment decision (Nugroho A C, Firdaus M, Andati T, & Irawan.T,2018), etc.

2.2 Five-factor model

Fiske (1949) showed the proof to support the five-factor model at the first time. It is a theory based on the Big Five personality traits, identified as openness to new
experiences, conscientiousness, extra version, agreeableness, and neuroticism. These traits are symbol stable individual differences (an individual might be high or low on a trait contrast to others) in the thoughts people have, the feelings they experience, and their behaviors. There are some previous reviews studied about Five-factor model, such as Five-factor model across culture (McCrae, R. R. 2017), creativity ability and Five-factor model (King, L. A., Walker, L. M., & Broyles, S. J. 1996).

2.3 Cognitive psychology
Cognitive psychology deals with the way in which we interpret information from the outside world. For example, our attention, memory, consciousness and so on. It has been widely applied in ideology (Sampson, E. E. 1981), lottery gambling (Rogers, P, 1998), the second language acquisition (O'Malley, J. M., Chamot, A. U., & Walker, C. 1987).

2.4 Mental Models
Mental Models (Kenneth Craik 1940) are concepts, frameworks, and worldviews that you carry in your head; As a person develops, mental models are continuously being constructed. Individuals develop mental models of physical phenomena based on internal, mental representations. (Gilbert, Boulter, & Elmer, 2000; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992, 1994). Mental model is a crucial theory with behavior analysis for human and management team, such as young children's conditional reasoning. (Markovits, H. 2000), team mental model similarity and accuracy (Lim and Klein, 2006). Lim and Klein (2006) documented that team mental model can effectively predict team performance.

2.5 Heterogeneity theory
Heterogeneity theory is about the difference in various things. In different fields, it can be defined as the difference in Treatment Effect Heterogeneity in Theory and Practice (Joshua D. Angrist, 2004), cellular heterogeneity (Elsasser, 1984), Heterogeneity in the relationship between income and happiness (Rojas, 2007).

3. Related research about individual management
Existing literatures have found that individual management characteristics, such as age and education background, can significantly influence firm performance (Ji, 2011).

3.1 Age
Tanikawa and Jung (2017) found that when top management team members are relatively older, the negative relationship between age diversity and firm performance is lessened.

3.2 Sex
Francoeur, Labelle and Sinclair-Desgagné (2008) examines whether and how women's participation in the board of directors and senior management increases financial performance. Their findings indicate that firms with a high proportion of women officers do generate positive and significant abnormal returns in complex environments.

3.3 Education and Tenure
Herrmann and Datta (2005) indicate that Top management teams in international diversifying companies tend to be younger, have shorter tenures, have more international experience, and have higher educational levels.

3.4 Experience
Barker and Patterson (1996) did an exploration about tenure and causal attributions of top managers in downturns. The result showed that managers whose top executives have been replaced are more likely to attribute performance problems to internal causes that are stable and controllable than managers from longer-tenured teams.

3.5 Psychological characteristics
Aljuhani, Emeagwali and Ababneh (2021) found that the core self-evaluation of CEO-top management team effect the firm performance negatively, and narcissism in the CEO- top management team context is positively impacted by environmental dynamism.

4. Related research about management team

4.1 The heterogeneity of the management team
Gu and Hu (2008) found that the heterogeneity of occupation background about the top management team members had positive and notable influence on the performance of firm innovation and R&D output. Hambrick, Cho and Chen (1996) proposed that the speed of responses and actions of heterogeneous teams were slower and less likely than homogeneous teams to respond to rival initiatives. Streufert and Pogash (1991) did an experiment to explore the team performance in different age with male. One hundred eight people were divided into three groups, they were receptively age 28 to 35, age 45 to 55 and 65 to 75. The performance of two younger groups were alike, and the oldest group were less responsive to the new information. Cui, Zhang, Guo., Hu and Meng (2019) showed that functional experience heterogeneity, overseas background heterogeneity and financial performance are correlated each other importantly and positively, while heterogeneity in academic background negatively correlates with financial performance.
5.2 Other issues

There are some other papers talk about the ability, heterogeneity and education background of officials. Wang, Zhang and Xu (2013) found that under the appointment system, fiscal spending patterns of local governments are greatly influenced by the characteristics of local officials; The affect include the local officials’ terms and education differences. Wang and Xu (2014)’s findings reveal that although incentives remain the same, their performance will differ due to different competences, measured as economic aggregate, industrial development, general income, income distribution. In other words, regional economic development can be coordinated effectively through optimizing the allocation of local officials. He and Zhang (2011) shows that the heterogeneity of political influence power of political connection and origin heterogeneity impact private enterprise get loans from the bank.

6. Conclusion and discussions

So far, there are numerous researches studied Upper Echelon Theory. This paper concludes the heterogeneity of top management team, the experience of the officials, and other issues which influence the firm or official performance.

Lastly, I have some considerations about the further research of Upper Echelon Theory. First, the related research may exist some endogeneity concerns, such as the omitted variable issues. For example, the relationship between an individual characteristic and economic consequences may be driven by other unobservable variables like one’s personality. Further research can improve such issue by using DiD design with an exogenous shock, or adding individual fixed effect. Second, the individual background and demographic characteristics can be further investigated. For example, one’s leadership at university (other examples, violent tendency, family happiness) may have significant influence on its further career performance. Lastly, the spillover effect can be further studied. Most of the prior research investigate the direct relation between one’s characteristic and its influence on the firm. The spillover
effect to the industry peers and supply chain partners can be further taken into consideration.
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